Security doors
go wireless
Aperio™ L100 – the world’s first wireless lock range for security doors

The cost effective solution
for doors with high security requirements

New: Administrate access rights
and monitor the status of connected 
wireless security doors

Upgrade to Aperio™
and take control of your security doors

The Aperio™ L100 Lock is the most complete electronic wireless security lock on the market. This
sophisticated solution, the latest in wireless access
control technology for security doors, provides a

Integrate security doors into your existing
access control system with the latest door
technology from ASSA ABLOY.

highly cost effective, straightforward alternative to
a wired high-end solution as no cabling or alterations to the doors are required during installation.

The Aperio™ L100 lock is an electronically
controlled wireless device which not only
provides the highest levels of physical protection, but also transmits comprehensive information on door status to the access control
system.
Highlights at a glance

Existing: Wired
security door

Integrated door
sensors

High security lock
case

New: Standard door

OUTSIDE

New: Wireless
security door

InSIDE

RFID Reader

Available for Euro (1),
Scandinavian (2),
Finnish (3) and standard
(pictured) or narrow
profile doors

{approval}

Highly effective burglary protection:
Certifications include CE, EN179,
EN1125, EN12209, EN1634/1 (in
progress)

{nomanpulation}

No manipulation: Main electronics
inside, reader element outside Including emergency battery connector and LED indicators

{humidity}

Tolerates extreme temperature
range (-40 to +65) on the outside
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{rfid}

Aperio™
supports the following
RFID technologies: iCLASS, MIFARE
CLASSIC, MIFARE DesFIRE, MIFARE
PLUS, HID Prox, EM410x

{monitoring}

Monitoring: Integrated sensors for
door (open/closed) and bolt position
(locked/unlocked)

{escaperoute}

Exterior handle controlled by
electronics, interior handle always
engaged (request to exist sensor
included)
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ASSA ABLOY is the
global leader in
door opening solutions,
dedicated to satisfying
end-user needs for
security, safety and
convenience

www.assaabloy.com/aperio

As the world’s leading lock group, ASSA ABLOY
offers a more complete range of door opening
solutions than any other company on the market.
In the fast-growing electromechanical security
segment, the Group has a leading position in areas
such as access control, identification technology,
entrance automation and hotel security. Since its
formation in 1994, ASSA ABLOY has grown from a
regional company into an international group with
around 42,000 employees and sales of more than
SEK 40 billion.

ASSA ABLOY Access Control
Willenhall
West Midlands
WV13 3PW
United Kingdom
www.assaabloy.co.uk/aperio
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“Wireless locking evolution for online and offline
door control”.
Aperio™ is a new technology developed to
complement new and existing electronic access
control systems. Providing end users with a simple,
intelligent way to upgrade the controllability and
security level of their premises.

